LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE: **ANNUAL SUPPORT FROM INDIVIDUALS**

**THE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE - $100,000 AND ABOVE**

- Roberta C. Baade Charitable Trust
- Dennis and Lon Bevers
- Theodor S. and Audrey S. Geisel Fund
- Kay and Bill Gurnit
- Jeanne L. Herberger, Ph.D.
- Joan and Irwin Jacobs
- Shiri L. Jameison
- La Atalaya Fund
- Rebecca Moores Foundation
- Jordan Ressler Charitable Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation

**SEASON SPONSORS - $350,000+**

- Anonymous
  - Western Arson, in memory of Susan Bailey Arson
  - Melissa and Michael Bartoll
  - Gail and Ralph Bryan
  - Brian and Silvia Devine
  - Estate of Pauline Fowler
  - Hanna and Mark Gleiberman
  - Lynn Guzma and Scott Peters
  - Debby and Hal Jacobs
  - Perimeter Family Foundation
  - Karen and Jeff Silberman
  - Les J Silver and Andrea Rothschild Silver
  - Molli Wagner
  - Peggy Ann Wallace

**PLAYWRIGHTS CIRCLE - $25,000+**

- Christopher Ashley and Ranjit Bahadur
  - The Paula Mason Black Endowment for Women’s Voices in the Art of Theatre
  - Susan E. Dubic
  - Dwight Hare and Stephanie Bergman
  - Gary and Jeni-Ann Jacobs
  - Jeff and Annie Jacobs
  - Jeff and Carolyn Levin
  - Lynelle and William Lynch
  - Margot and Nivens McBride
  - Maryanne and Irwin Pfeifer
  - Julie and Lowell Potiker Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation
  - Robin and Larry Rusinko
  - Pamela J. Wagner and Hans Tegelo
  - Philip and Margarita Wilkinson

**LEADERSHIP CIRCLE - $15,000+**

- Tony and Margaret Acampora
  - Stern Leichter Foundation
  - Debby and Todd Buchholz
  - Randy Camp and Susan Tousi
  - Anna Black and Carl Ebel
  - Dr. Edward and Martha Dennis
  - Hal and Hilary Dunning
  - Daniel and Emily Einhorn
  - Annie and Charles Ellis
  - Sonali and Eric Fain
  - Michael and Susanna Rafter
  - Bill and Judy Garrett
  - Wendy Gillespie

**DIRECTORS CIRCLE - $10,000+**

- Anonymous
  - Gary and Barbara Blake Family Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation
  - Holy McGrath, Highland
  - Pamela B. Burkholz
  - Mary and Adam Cherry
  - Big Blue Sky Foundation
  - Randall and Michael Clark
  - Judy Dennis Endowment Fund
  - Robin and Leo Eisenberg Family
  - Dan and Phyllis Epstein
  - Mrs. Ewert (Chip) Goodwin
  - Stair and John Grundy
  - Sherry and Larry Kline
  - Arnold and Mabel Beekman Foundation
  - Christy and Alan Molasky
  - Karen Quilfoines, The Quilfoines Family Trust
  - Lynne Schenk
  - Linda J. and Jeffrey M. Shioet
  - Iris and Matthew Strauss
  - Barbara ZoBell, in memory of Ellen Whelan

**CELEBRATION CIRCLE - $5,000+**

- Anonymous
  - Dede and Mike Alpert
  - Mrs. Valerie Ewell Armstrong and Mr. Sam Armstrong
  - Rick and Donna Baldridge
  - Alisa and David Barba
  - Barba Charitable Fund
  - Joan and Jeremy Berg
  - Steve L. and Steve Blunkin
  - Julie and George Bronstein, The ARU Fund of The San Diego Foundation
  - Christa Burke
  - Robert Caplan and Carol Randolph
  - Pamela and Edward Carrot
  - Steven L. and David Ceesay
  - Maureen and Lawrence Cavaiola
  - Gay and Marlene Cohen
  - Doug Dawson
  - Brett and Jennifer Dickinson
  - Nino and Bob Doedo
  - The Fredman Family
  - Dennis Field and Douglas Galt

**ACTORS CIRCLE - $2,500+**

- Anonymous
  - Stephen Miller Baird, MD and Carol Davidson Baird
  - Barnard Family Charitable Fund
  - Dr. Kim E. Barrett
  - Joni and Miles Benenches
  - Liz Bemal and Suana LaTour
  - Steven L. Black and Kristen
  - Richards-Black
  - Barbara L. Borden
  - Michel Bressel
  - Loyoce R. Bruce
  - John and Nancy Jo Cappetta
  - Gary and Lynette Cenedoz
  - Diane Clarke
  - Peter Cowhey and Margaret McKeehan
  - Elaine S. Darwin
  - Ana De Vedia
  - Marguerite Jackson Dill
  - Karen B. Dow
  - Dr. Robert and Mrs. Ann Dynes
  - Joyce M. Gatoff, Ph.D.
  - Joseph and Barbara Giammonare
  - Norm and Pat Gilliesse
  - Jim Gilmore
  - Kimberbell, Jeffraye Goldman
  - Beverly Goodman
  - Julie Hall, Oklahoma City Community Foundation
  - Nishna and John Held
  - Col. Michael and Diana Hill
  - Gerald and Ingrid Hoffmeister Fund, The San Diego Foundation
  - Dr. Warren and Karen Kessler
  - Shirley King and Arthur Olson
  - Michael H. Kossman
  - Ms. Gale M. Krause, in memory of Jim Krause
  - Linda Lenhard and Mark Kitchевsky
  - Helen and Stan Kuppka
  - Samara and Paul Larson
  - Dr. K.B. Lim and Linda Lee Lim Foundation
  - Sheila and Jeffrey Lipinsky and Family
  - Lori and Joe Mahler
  - Holley and Robert Manters, Sandstone Foundation
  - Dennis A. McConnell
  - Alice Mitchell
  - Ilene Mittman, in memory of Dr. Charles Mittman
  - Gregg and Cindy Motsenbocker
  - Arlene and Louis Naevias
  - Mark C. Niblack, MD
  - Janet and Larry Pallack
  - Dr. Julie Prazich and Dr. Sara Rosenhall
  - Claudia Prescott
  - Dr. William and Marisa Rastetter
  - True Life Center
  - Scarnio Family Foundation at The San Diego Foundation
  - Maureen Elizabeth Sheehan
  - Alan and Esther Siman
  - Dr. Ed and Evelyn Singer
  - Dr. Robert Singer, in memory of Judith Harris
  - Dr. Doris Trauner and Mr. Richard Stanford
  - Erin Trondella
  - Jim and Kathy Waring
  - Linda Rankin and Rod Whitlow
  - Gary L. Wolkoff and Dr. Yumi Miyamoto
  - Howard and Judy Ziment
  - Emma and Leo Zuckerman

**INNER CIRCLE - $1,000+**

- Anonymous
  - Hon. Louise De Carol Adler
  - Ahern Capital, LLC
  - Philip Anderson and Veronica Valdes
  - Lynall Antim
  - Ginger and Ken Baldwin
  - Judith Bambace and Brian Troble
  - Robert Barile
  - Barbara Y. Breebe
  - Carolyn and Giovanni Bertussi
  - Larry and Cindy Bloch
  - Peleo Bossants and William Ladd
  - Cheryl and Greg Carlson
  - Cindy and Matthew Casteel
  - Kay Chandler
  - Steven and Adina Chirovsky
  - Janet and Marvin Choispeels
  - Wayne Saville and Laura Colban
  - Daniel E. Collins and Nancy Shimamoto
  - Coral Courts donor
  - Corinna Cotesen and Lee Rosenberg
  - Stacy Crombies and Ruth Gilbert
  - Geral and Danielle DeSorbo
  - Denise and Gary David
  - Wally and Linda Diedamann
  - Ralph B. Dilley and Brian Danielson
  - Mark and Jenny Dowling
  - Jacqueline and Stanley Drosch
  - W. Byron and Pamela Dunn
  - Toby Eisenberg
  - Doris and Peter Ellsworth, Legler
  - Binbourg Fund, San Diego Foundation
  - Jennifer and Kurt Ewe
  - Karen and Steven Feitelberg
  - Dieter Fischer’s Mercedes Service, Inc.
  - Paula Fitzgerald and Chris Nielsen
  - Jennifer Flack
  - Ray Flores
  - Dr. Laurie Forrest
  - Susan Forbush and Lisa Churchill
  - Maygan Fowler
  - Robert and Mona Freels
  - Catherine R. Friedman
  - Valerie and Gregory Frost
  - Fran and Nick Frost
  - Ira and Cheryl Gaines
  - Steven and Cheryl Garlin
  - Tom and Carolin Goldberg GlobalStar, in memory of Joan Jacobs
  - Fred and Lisa Goldberg
  - Drs. Tom and Cindy Goodman, in honor of Whitney Goodman
  - The Lloyd Goreay Charitable Foundation, Inc. in memory of Lloyd Goreay
  - Bernard and Judith Greenspan
  - Grant Gurtner
  - Clark and Savonia Gay
  - Kendall Hall, Fred Jones Family Foundation
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CAREY Halliday
Koji and Angela Fukumura
Dr. Carol A. Harter and Mr. William D. Smith
Thomas Harvey and Bonnie Drolet
Tom and Lynn Hawkins
Marcia Hiran and John Carmell
Jamie Henson and Robert Houskeeper
Dr. Peter and Mrs. Megan Hsiaoglan
Ray and Kate Hong
Robert and Pat Hughes
Aaron and Susan Hupin
Osborne and Drea Hurstan
Hilary and Selwyn Isakov
Operating Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation, in memory of Joan Jacobs’ Z’I
Neil and Vivien Joechbel
Wendy Johnson
Lewis and Patricia Judd
Pradeep Kholas and Thospine Kavouklis
Angela and Matt Kilmann
Anne M and Richard C. Kruse
Gautam and Anjali Lahani
Tracey Lazarus
Sagun and Pat Lee
Michael Lee and Kathleen Cline
Pamela Hamilton Lester
Rebecca Le Vasseur
Eliezer and Diana Lombrizo
Sally and Luis Malmik
Edith and Daniel Monceval
David Marcus, CPA
Jasna Marinkovic and Gary Miller
Valorie McClelland
Bill and Mirm McKenzie
Rob McManus
Dr. Ken Mehlville and Dr. Sabina Wallisch
Kolly and Mike Moore
Judith B. Morgan
Sandy and Jesse Morgan
Ann L. Mound
Chandra Mukherji
Stephen Cary Nagler
Ann Nathan
Lyn Nelson
Xuan and Robert Northorp
Dr. Walter Olsen and Dr. Zdenka Froucek
Susan Pedula
F. Richard Pioppas
Drs. Kim Kerr and Paul Pearsen
William Fitts and Mary Sophia Adeler Robin
Jennifer and Tom Rangius
Russ and Marty Rios
Andrea and Brett Roggenkamp
Bingo and Gino Ronccelli
Don and Stacy Rosenberg
David A. Roth and Toni D. Wolinsky
Joy Rottenstein
Oliver Ryker
Kristine and Denis Solomon
Beverly Sanborn, in memory of Warren Sanborn
Herb Schnell, in memory of Ann Schnell
Neil R. Senturia and Barbara Bry
Teresa Shaffer
Richard Shipparoo and Marsha Janger
Mitchell and Elizabeth Siegel
Susan and Gerald Staley
Leslie Bramson-Smith
Rod and Dolores Sperling
John and Lynn Sparkford
Scott M. Stanton
Dale and Mark Steele
Cynthia Stroum, The Stroum Foundation
Michael and Pamela Swartout
All and Stephanie Tarkington
John and Gail Tausher
Place D. Teigland
Tom Templeton and Mary Ena Erenlen
Dean Ujahara Charitable Fund
Karim Valji
Matthew and Diana Vajji
Cynthia Walk
Lisa Walters-Hoffert
Bobbi Warren
Jo and Howard Weinier
Graydon and Dorothy Wetzler
Wayne Wilson
Philip and Clare Wise
Eileen Wolk
Heidi and Christy Zaxton
Barry and Barb Zemel
the Helene and Allan Ziman Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation

JCZ

Ovation Club - $525 -

Paula and Ted Adams
Jenice Alderuda - Heartline Marketing
Sharon and Terry Allen
Janet Ambrozek and Bruce Kimchik
Rich and Mary Lou Ammon
Sheila Amend
Judith Anderson
Gill and Annabelle Aboag
John Belen
John Baril
Mireille Barnard
The Ben/Michel Family Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation
Amoril Berlin
Gerlinda and Greg Bauerlein
Nicholas and Sammy Minkley
Alice Bloom
Joyce and Bob Blumberg
Peter and BJ Boland
David and Ginger Boss
Sandra Boyles
Gregg Brandalise
Mary E. Brewer
Johanna Boyd
Dare Bronowski and Jeff Lee, in memory of Rita Bronowski
Alice W. Brown
Thomas Brown, in memory of my loving wife, Virginia N. Brown
David and Heather Bruner
Dr. and Mrs. Edgar D. Canales
Rachel Caparelli
Tony Carias
Lorraine Chuman and Stephen Milocalajczyk
Arthur and Alice Clawson
Bowers Jewellttes
Robert A. Cooper
Mary Corson
Debra and Kirk Crawford
Annette Cross
Marcus and Ann De Barros
Ingrid de Llamas Charitable Fund, in honor of Kealy DeSantillana
Eric and Kristine Doan
Virginia Dobbs
Anne and Chris Duhaime, in honor of Rebecca Duhaime
Tina Dye
James and Nancy Eastman
Diane L. Edge DDS
Eric Eichorn
Julia Faragi
Dr. Thomas Fay and Fabiola Lopez
Barbara M. Fink
Larry Fitzgerald
Gregory and Monica Feaster
Pamela Flygel and Molly L. Fitzclan
Fabiene Fox
Linda and Reginald Frank
Judith and William Friedel
Eileen Fujikawa
Deanne Gage
Anna and Sabodh Garg
Philip Garland and Michael Hubbard
Roberta C. Gelard, William R Long Charitable Fund
Lynn Bell George Thorsteinsen
Janice and Nancy Girvin
Deborah Gori
David yarn and Otto Otterbeck
Goldmine Foundation
Lawrence Goldstone
Lowry and Dinah Green
Robin and Lisa Greentop
Lisa and Keith Hall
Kendall and Dan Halvorsen
Victoria Hamilton and Paul Hobson
James Hantos
Professor Marc and Mr. James Harden
Blake Harper and Janice Deaton
Nancy Hartley
Alan Hay
Sarah Herr
Strait Hicklin
Jerry and Linda Hirshberg
Robert and Carla Hoblit
Christian and Greg Frank
Jennie Hoffman
Doan Hohnheyr
Hughes Family Foundation, in memory of Shannon Lisk
Jenny Price and Tony Hunter
Eric and Gay Hybertsen
Randy and Carol Jackson
Sonya Jinchik
Lisa Kain and Stephen Mukozi
Michael and Linda Karin
Cecil Kenner and Cristie McGuire
Cynthia King and John Graul
Jeff and Joel Harrns
Nick Kepple
Robert and Elena Kuczmarski
Dr. Janice and Matt Larsh
Dr. Jeff and Judy Larsh
Deborah Louros and Richard Family Fund of JCF
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Leschau
Bena Lesigio
B. Leonard Levy
Lucy and Mitch Levy
Gerard and Ann Lipchitz
John Lomac and Jill Schmidt
Eric and Lori Longstreet
Michelle Longton
Tom Maddox and Randy Clark, in memory of Joel Holliday
Johnny Mah
Jeanne Malteese
Russell Mangione
Sandy Mcmahon
Josh and Leslie Mereminsky
Eric and Michele Merselos
Pamela Miller
Craig and Betty Mossell
Akiko Charlene Morimoto
Lara Morkan
Geri Nicolson
Ocean Hills Travel Club
Max and Freda Opalsky
Bonnie Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Maller
Carol Parker
Drs. Genevieve and Keith Parsons
Wendy S. Pinco
Marc Poland and Ellie Werner
Kathleen Rae
dear and Bobolick
Richard and Paula Rankin
David and Melissa Rempolishk
Woody and Sally Rosenbach
Joan Rothenberg
Richard Roy and Selma Spina
The Royer Family
George and Karen Sachs
Eva Salinas
Frankie and Howard Schiffman
Sid and Emy Schneider
Elizabeth Segal
Amy Selich
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Selzer
Dr. Morton and Marjorie Hansen Sheehtz
Richard and Eleanor Shorter
Drs. Ron and Marilyn Simon
Clark and Kathryn Smith
Mark and Elaine Smith
Weston Spros
Patti and Robb Street
Robert and Janet Stuelpeen
Jeff and Judy Sweet
Charles Tanzola
Svitlana Turchanskaya
Allison Thomas
Edward L. Threatt, In Memory of Karin U. Threatt
Andrea Micali and Mike Tierney
Valerie Tolley
Delcia Turner Sonnenberg
John Venekamp and Clifford Scheinson
Drs. Katherine Sheahan and Frederick Walker
Annie Walter
Audrey and Byron Warfield-Graham
Diane and John Watson
Rosanne and Dean Weiman
Sharon Wernick
LeAnn and Sam Williams
Caryn Winston
Sandy Woodhouse
Peter and Donna Worcester
Bennett Wright
Summer Wynne
Catherine Yavorsky
Larry Zeiger
Steven and Cindy Zisser
FRIEND OF LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE - $150
Anonymous • Jack Adcox • John and Laura Alioto • Mazin Al-Shalash • Karen Anderson and Roman Zajozov • Barbara Arledge • Maureen Arrigo • Bea Barraza • Laura Barry • Jocelyn Carol Bauer • Eugene and Lauren Berkenstadt • Dusty and Lynn Barnard • Danielle E Bonney • Philip and Doris Bracken, in memory of Jean Jacobs • Kate Bradley • Janis Brans • Robert and Maxine Braudo • Patricia Buczacz • Samuel and Teresa Bass • Marlene Campbell • Michael and Wendy Carey • Amy and Reid Carr • Kathleen and Joseph Carroll • Cindy Casselman • Bill Chatwell and Christine Oster • Betty Clarquist • Liz Niederlander Coden and Daniel J. Coden, MD • Judith Collier • Rob and Eliza Contin • Christopher Cook • Mary and Dan Cook • Julie Cooke • Eric Corona • Lynn and Richard Cusak • Keely and Rick Daxmilion • Ann De Angelis • Dwight Detter • Leslie DiBona and Steven McGivern • Beth Epperson and Paula Doss • Dr. Edward Doyle • Beverly Emerson • Barbara and Eric Emont • Drs. Linda and Gary Firestein • Beth Fischer • Judy Fogel and George Diehr • Charlotte Fortier • Pat Freeman • Richard and Karen Freeman • Joseph and Beverly Fremont • Gloria Garcia • Wayne and Martha Gerth • Custom Logos • Harry Griswold and Stephanie Webber • Dr. and Mrs. Richard C. Gross • Dawn Grossman • Dr. Jeffrey Hall and Fern Platt • Alec Haroutunian • Judith M. Hao • Georgia Ann Hayashi • Jan and Mike Hegstad • Hon. Herbert Hoffman Ret. • Bryan Holker and Diane Cimarusti • Dr. and Mrs. Michael Holland • Bob and Pat Hussa • Russell E Johnson • Dr. Bruce and Carol Jordan • Erik and Sara Jonisson • Joseph Juliano • Vesa Junkkarinen • George and Susan Kaplan, in memory of Jeffrey Ressler • Dan Kaufman • Nora Khattab • Carol Klaus • Lura Kulhavy • Anelli Kyner • Astrid Jeannine Lacy • Patricia Lamont • Laurel Latto • Darby See Lewis • Drs. John and Mary Sanfelippo Lilley • William Mack • Marianne Marsch-Nakamura • Marcia A. Mattson • Mac and Tort McCarber • Daniel J. McNamara • Ellen Michaels • Thomas Hilton Miller • Jeanie Milliken • Marilyn Moriarty and John Phillips • Steven Nicinski • Mark Noland • Eric and Benedecte Otterson • Kim Owens-Creg • Richard D. Perlman, MD • Penny Perryman • Mark Peterson • Ronald Evans and Ellen Potter • Cynthia James-Price and Curtis Price • Maggie Price and Joel Tobisno • Alexis and Kathleen Quirao • Dennis Ragen and Christine Hickman • Cynthia Raino • Steven and Doris Ratoff • John and Gunvor Rehfild • Dr. Paul Abraham Reijo • The Rich Family Foundation • Connie Rittichier • Dan Romano and Alice Garfield • Steven Rosenstein • Nancy Ross • Bruce Sachte and Phyllis Trombl • James Sallis • Stephen and Sherry Saltzman • Barbara Schoenberger • Kari Lorraine Scott • Jill Skrebya and Alex Sun • Linda Small • Marion So • Suzi Stermer • Jill Stone • Lilly Strusberg • Jill and Jeff Sugar • Ernest and Darlene Tamayo • Nancy J. Taylor • Pat Tillson • Joseph Viery • Maxine Weseley • Martha White • Bill Peters and Bev Willey • Laura Williams • Mark and Lori Williamson • Kitty and Keene Wolcott • Carolyn and Peter Woodbury • Jan Elizabeth Woolsey • Sylvia and Ed Wrench • Charles Yackley • Yata Family

Reflects giving to Annual Fund, Gala Underwriting and Paddle Rasses from 4/1/23 – 6/12/24. We apologize for any errors or accidental omissions. Please contact the Individual Giving Office at (858) 550-1070 x134 if you would like to change your listing.